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LOCATION AND ACCESS
WHAT'S NEW ?
A RIVER TRIP ALONG THE CHARENTE
MUST-SEE
GASTRONOMY
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SLOW TOURISM - A GREEN DESTINATION
ACTIVITIES AND VISITS
FESTIVE HOLIDAYS

THE CHARENTES DESTINATION
Population: 996 710 inhabitants
Surface: 12,820 km²
Climate: temperate and oceanic
The Charentes, an innovating destination
Main sectors of activity:
• Tourism: The Charentes are the most touristic destination in the Nouvelle-Aquitaine, largest region in France.
• Agriculture: cereals, vines, oysters and mussels farming.
• Industry: aeronautics, yachting – Le Grand Pavois in La Rochelle, top 5 of the major international boating events.
• Entertainment: comics, film making and video games - Pôle Image Magelis in Angoulême.
• Higher education - nearly 700 international students.
Tourists: 84% of tourists are French and 16% are international.
Internationally, the British are the largest group, followed by the the German, Belgian, Dutch, Spanish, Swiss, American and
Chinese tourists.

© OTIOMN

Summary

Welcome

to the premier tourist destination in France for french travellers!

The destination of the Charentes is located in the South West of France, at the heart of the Atlantic coast, between Nantes
and Bordeaux and enjoys a distinctive light as well as a mild climate. Paris is only 2.30 hr from La Rochelle on the coast or
Cognac, the city in which are located the great cognac production houses known throughout the world.
Gentle, refined, natural, the Charentes destination is multiple: land-based and oceanic, Atlantic and sunny, fluvial and
coastal, lively and full of heritage... The animated, mysterious, seaside, rural, modern and historic character makes it the toplist destination for the French in summer season.

LES CHARENTES

Europe

Nantes 1 hr

Parc Naturel
Régional du
Marais Poitevin

ÎLE DE RÉ

LA ROCHELLE
Paris 4 hr
Atlantic
Ocean

Confolens
Ruﬀec
Rochefort

ÎLE D’OLÉRON

Saint-Jean-d’Angély

CHARENTE
Marennes
La Rochefoucauld

Saintes
Cognac

ANGOULÊME
Royan

CHARENTE - MARITIME

Jonzac

Aubeterre
sur-Dronne

ACCESS

Bordeaux 30 min

By air

By train

By road

Direct flights to La Rochelle
from:
Bristol, Brussels-Charleroi, Dublin,
Geneva, Leeds-Bradford, LondonGatwick, London-Stansted, Lyon,
Manchester, Nice, Porto

LGV Atlantique / TGV:
Paris Montparnasse - Angoulême
(2h15 / 1h45)
Paris Montparnasse - La Rochelle
(2h30)
Bordeaux - Angoulême (0h40)
Bordeaux - La Rochelle (2h10)

A10 Paris:
450 km to Angoulême
430 km to La Rochelle
A10 Bordeaux:
115 km to Angoulême
190 km to La Rochelle
A83 / N137 Nantes:
250 km to Angoulême
140 km to La Rochelle

larochelle.aeroport.fr/en

www.sncf-connect.com/en-en
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What's NEW?
OCEANA LUMINA

an enchanted night walk in Rochefort
Visitors are transported by this 1-hour pedestrian tour into a fantastic
world inspired by the Rochefort Arsenal's maritime epics. A true multisensory poem, this immersive experience inventively combines a
variety of digital tools - lighting and scenographic installations, video
projections, and original soundtrack - to make visitors experience the
emotions of the greatest crossings. The reopening of this first tour in
Europe, designed by Moment Factory, a renowned Canadian company,
is scheduled for Spring 2022, with more than 100 performances.

arsenaldesmers.fr

LES VOYAGEURS DU VIRTUEL

grand-cognac.fr/decouvrir-et-sortir/culture-et-patrimoine/
les-voyageurs-du-virtuel
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www.grand-cognac.fr
Tél. : 05 45 32 07 25

A NEW TREASURE HUNT
‘between vines and truffles’

Go green and discover a new outdoor activity at Le Cep Enchanté:
set out to conquer a hidden treasure on a family estate dating back
7 generations. You will have to brave all the stages, solve puzzles and
find all the lost items through the estate. Unravel all the mysteries of
vines and truffles… Secrets well kept by Mother Nature. An activity to
be carried out as a family or as a team. Unleash your sporty side!

lecepenchante.fr/home
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LE SECRET
COGNAC

DU

@MAH.DistillateursCulturels
@MACO.DistillateursCulturels

MARINE
cognac
3-Michelin star chef Christopher
Coutanceau, Nicolas Brossard
and Fanny Fougerat create a
brand new cognac inspired by
the sea: an extreme experience
pooling the unique expertise of
the pairing formed by a devoted
chef-fisherman and a passionate
sommelier together with the
prowess of a wine-maker and
distiller… A cognac aged in barrels
whose wood is dried next to the
ocean on Ré island.

GRAPHISME MEMPONTE © POLYMORPH - ART GRAPHIQUE ET PATRIMOINE - LES DÉCODEURS ASSOCIÉS. OCTOBRE 2020.

Since July 2020, the museums of Cognac have been inviting visitors
to a virtual reality experience: choose one of the 6 missions and travel
through time with helmets and joysticks, for a virtual journey in one
of the 6 eras - time of the dinosaurs, the Neolithic, Romanesque art,
Renaissance with King Francis I, barges on the river Charente or the
secret of cognac making.

a
Ch rent

e

an immersive 3D experience in Cognac

NEW HOTELS
AND GUESTHOUSES
Belle Epoque style near Royan - Frédéric Suant, owner
of ‘Chez Bob’, is creating a luxury hotel in a renovated
seaside villa next to his very popular restaurant for
more than a century now on the beach of Saint Palais. 3
bright rooms with designer furniture and balcony will be
available from Spring 2022 as well as a swimming-pool
and a spa.

© M. Pinsent

© S. Curty

facebook.com/chezbob

Marine-themed residence in La Rochelle – In Summer
2020, the 3-Michelin star Chef Christopher Coutanceau
and Nicolas Brossard, head sommelier and co-owner,
opened La Villa Grand Voile Relais & Châteaux, set in an
historic character building close to the Old Port and to
their restaurants. 11 chic and cosy rooms decorated in
blue, ecru and grey, a lush green courtyard and a heated
swimming-pool… a true haven of peace for a wellness
break!

villagrandvoile.com/en/#

A former priory converted into bed & breakfast in
Angoulême – The Chef Guillaume Veyssière, awarded
with one Michelin star in 2021, opened 5 guest rooms
next to his new restaurant Les Sources de Fontbelle after
4 years of renovation: facing a hundred-year-old forest
and decorated with natural materials such as wood and
clay plasters, cotton and linen, La Maison des Sources
invites to serenity and contemplation.

SPORT AND SPA

Cultural café and guesthouse in La Rochefoucauld –

la-grande-terrasse.com

sourcesdefontbelle.com

in Châtelaillon-Plage

Sport is health, oxygen is life… Combine the benefits of
seawater treatments and the pleasure of practising a sport
in water for a total well-being break! La Grande Terrasse
is a unique complex offering 2 hotels, 3 restaurants, a spa
and a thalassotherapy centre in an exceptional natural
setting.

Valérie Mauge wanted to create a cultural venue when
she found this historic building and its remarkable patio,
a paved courtyard surrounded by arcades topped by
a balustraded gallery. 3 beautiful rooms with antique
furniture, velvet curtains and chic wallpaper welcome her
guests. Le Patio de La Roche is also a café, a concerts
venue and a boutique selling records, travel books or
creations by local artisans.

© S. Curty

© I. Wiz

lepatiodelaroche.com
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THE MICHELIN GUIDE FRANCE 2022

restaurant selection will be revealed from Cognac
• The first Star Ceremony in the region
• A town and an area that demonstrates French excellence
• Numerous chefs, pastry chefs, sommeliers, and hospitality managers whose establishments have been selected
by the MICHELIN Guide inspectors will attend this ceremony, in the presence of the French and international
press.

A benchmark of French excellence and a global jewel
in terms of spirits, Cognac and the Charente region will
thus host the best of French gastronomy talent: a unique
opportunity to celebrate the richness and diversity of a
land with a multitude of expertise. In fact, from the Cognac
industry to products from Charente, the ceremony will be
designed as a celebration of the artisans, producers, and
professionals from the sectors that contribute to the map
of France’s cultural and culinary identity.

© Farid Makhlouf / Destination Côte Atlantique

In the presence of the chefs, pastry chefs, sommeliers,
and hospitality managers whose establishments have
been selected by the inspectors, the 2022 Star Ceremony
will also be the opportunity to celebrate all the trades
that form part of gastronomy today.

© A. Stapf

The MICHELIN Guide France will reveal its next edition
on March 22, 2022, from the Cognac region. This will
be the very first Star Ceremony organized in the region.
Buoyed by a collective dynamic, the MICHELIN Guide and
the regional authorities are swinging into action for this
unprecedented event. France boasts multiple brands that
echo in the hearts and minds of international travelers.
Cognac and the MICHELIN Guide are two of them.

In the presence of the chefs, pastry chefs, sommeliers,
and hospitality managers whose establishments
have been selected by the inspectors, the 2022 Star
Ceremony will also be the opportunity to celebrate
all the trades that form part of gastronomy today.
We are extremely happy to rediscover the
hospitality and products of the New Aquitaine region
in order to highlight the chefs and their teams and
thus recognize the commitment of everyone in the
profession during this particularly difficult period.
Bringing the MICHELIN Guide teams to Charente is
a way of reminding gourmets the world over of the
abundance of talent ready to have them experience
memorable moments, and this across the whole of
France. Chefs established in France are more motivated
than ever and this new edition of the MICHELIN Guide
will showcase their pugnacity, their inventiveness
and a sense of customer care that is unique in the
world,” declared Gwendal Poullennec, MICHELIN
Guide International Director.

Booster d’activité
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River TRIP

along the Charente

© A. Stapf

The source of the Charente is found at Chéronnac in the regional park of Périgord-Limousin where a trickle of water flows
into a stone basin close to a little blue kiosk. It’s not so impressive but a signboard talks of the river’s future career as it
wanders through the eponymous départements of Charente and Charente-Maritime. Towns such as Angoulême, Cognac, Saintes and Rochefort would perhaps have remained villages if the river had not been there to enable the transport
of salt, wine, cognac, paper or ships from the royal dockyard …

DEUX-SÈVRES

OCÉAN
ATLANTIQUE

Lessac

Bioussac

CHARENTE-MARITIME
Verteuil
sur- Charente

Estuaire
de la Charente
Rochefort

VIENNE

Tonnay-Charente

Alloue
Confolens

Tusson

Saint-Savinien-sur-Charente

Chassenon

Port d’Envaux
Burie

Lacs de
Haute-Charente

CHARENTE
Saintes

Chaniers
Dompierre-sur-Charente

Massignac
Jarnac

Cognac

Saint- Saint-Yrieix
Simon sur-Charente
Saint-Saturnin

HAUTE-VIENNE

Angoulême
Puymoyen
La Couronne
Mouthiers-sur-Boëme

Chéronnac

DORDOGNE
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Get away from it all in the valley
of Charente.
Upstream from Angoulême, the river offers a
different point of view, its wilder section inviting
the visitor to reconnect with nature. The canoe
is the perfect way to travel. Looking to test your
perfect balance? Let yourself be tempted by
stand-up paddle, one way to mix sport with
exploration. From Angoulême to the Atlantic,
the river widens and is navigable for boats with
accommodation. You’re the captain for a river
cruise, autonomous and free, dealing with the
locks that punctuate the journey. Don’t forget
to bring your bikes on board – you can stop
whenever you want and go for a ride. The
banks of the Charente offer many escapades for
walkers or cyclists.

DEUX-SÈVRES

VIENNE

Lessac

Bioussac
Verteuil
sur- Charente

Alloue
Confolens

Tusson
Chassenon
Lacs de
Haute-Charente
Massignac

Chéronnac
HAUTE-VIENNE

DORDOGNE

So, are you ready for a meandering
381km river trip with amazing surprises?

These “impactites” were used to build farms
and churches but also the vast Gallo-Roman
spa with its gymnasium, a 50°C sauna and
pools heated by wood at the Thermes de
Cassinomagus and the château of the
viscounts of Rochechouart that has become
a Museum of Modern Art partaking of the
cosmos for its programming. La Laiterie, the
arts centre of the Domaine des Étangs with its
5 star bedrooms named after the planets …
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© sixquatredeux

Close to its source, the Charente flows in
the heart of the astrobleme: a crater 1.5km
in diameter where a meteorite ended
its trajectory 207 million years ago. The
equivalent energy of 14 million atomic
bombs pulverised all forms of life within
a 200km circumference. A natural reserve
(Réserve naturelle de l’Astroblème de
Rochechouart-Chassenon) recounts the
incredible chaos that modified the nature
of rocks around the impact point.

© Charentes Tangentes

COSMIC TRIP
to meteorite
country

Michel & Fabienne Veillon welcome art lovers in their delightful chambres d’hôtes, Domaine de la Partoucie. They
recommend visiting the experimental farm of Domaine de Boisbuchet in Lessac that has become an international centre
for research in design and architecture.
The actress Maria Casarès bought her house after the death of the love of her life, Albert Camus. Every item of furniture,
trinket or book speaks to us of her, yet today her former home resonates to the work of young directors in residence. And
beside the adolescent Charente, a summer festival offers teas, dinners and shows under the stars.

© ©sixquatredeux

© ©sixquatredeux

In the summer, don’t miss a visit to the Jardin de l’Abrègement where Philippe and Elizabeth d’Hémery have had the
30,000 oaks uprooted by Storm Martin in 1999 transformed into sculptures by well-known land artists.

©S. Laval

Is gourmandise a type of art? At Chez Gâteaux, in Tusson, the
answer is yes when you taste Lydia Jackson’s cakes in her flower
garden. Or at the Moulin de Verteuil, animated by the Charente
where François Lancestre transforms flour into heavenly brioche.
No, wrong word; it’s interstellar!
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ANGOULÊME
papers
François 1st believed in paper and during his reign, the
first stones of the Moulin du Verger were laid. Incredible
but true: it still works just as it did in 1635; Jacques Bréjoux
makes high quality sheets of wallpaper for creators such
as Antoinette Poisson.

© ©sixquatredeux

At the Musée du Papier, in the bridge-building over
the Charente at Angoulême that was originally in the
hands of Lacroix then Bardou-Le Ni, the collections show
the industrialisation of paper manufacture, the coming
of Angoulême vellum and specialised products from
cigarette paper to camembert labels, some of which were
designed by the fathers of comic strips, such as Benjamin
Rabier.
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CHARENTE

Saint-Yrieix
sur-Charente

Angoulême

Saint-Saturnin

Puymoyen
La Couronne
Mouthiers-sur-Boëme

River cruise
Houseboats for 2 to 12 people can be hired at Sireuil,
Jarnac, Cognac or Port d’Envaux.

© sixquatredeux

The 17th and 18th centuries were the heyday when the
waters around Angoulême powered more than thirty
papermills. You will get a good idea of the past at the
delightful Logis de Forge in Mouthiers where, from
1786 on, rags were transformed into paper thanks to
a resurgence; the crystalline waters today illuminate
the gardens of Ghislain and Martine de Beaucé. Or at
the Moulin de la Courade, at La Couronne, initially a
papermill then an artisanal cardboard mill at the dawn of
the 19th century. It remained unchanged until it ceased
production in 1970; it’s now a popular location for filmmakers.

DORDOG

Blomkål, a new furniture-maker has set up its
workshops and a delightful bar in a former felt
factory (felt was placed between sheets of damp
paper) .
Some of their production may be seen at the
Sources de Fontbelle, the new restaurant of chef
Guillaume Veyssière with its views over the EauxClaires.
Jacques Bréjoux gathered flowers in this valley that
he included in the paper of the menus, the kind of
detail that you will find in your plate or in the five
peaceful bedrooms of the Maison des Sources!

© sixquatredeux

© sixquatredeux

Or L’Épicerie de Vénat, chambres d’hôtes stuffed with
books (and charm!) beside Flow Vélo, the cycle path.

© sixquatredeux

© N. Millet

The celebrated Cité de la BD (Comic Strip City) where
the Edmond Baudoin exhibition inspires you to buy a
sketchbook and take a road trip. Through reading books
like his, long-standing bookshops of the city have turned
to other adventures such a Lilosimages, specialising but
not uniquely in books for the young, that was singled
out by Livres Hebdo in 2020.
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PROVOCATIVE
Cognac
Rome wasn’t built in a day and nor was Cognac! If the
Dutch engineers who had been drying out the Marais
Poitevin hadn’t liked the local wines and thought of
distilling them before taking them back home, would
Cognac have had the idea of a double distillation to
stabilise these eaux-de-vie? And if the foreign merchants
hadn’t set up stall in the 18th century, would groups such
as LVMH or Pernod-Ricard own buildings overlooking the
Charente today?

CHARENTE

Jarnac
Cognac

Saint- Saint-Yrieix
Simon sur-Charente
Saint-Saturnin

© S. Laval
©sixquatredeux

© Albane Photographe

One thing is sure is that the free movement of goods,
people and ideas is part of the DNA of their famous
brands.

The Martell Foundation has a local base but a world view and every year organises a top-level exhibition that blends
imagination and territorial knowhow. Other than a new Book Prize, Hennessy has set up an intriguing collaboration with
Frank Gehry. We know that the architect of the Bilbao Guggenheim enjoys twisting metal: he has dressed a bottle of XO
with crumpled gold and created a methuselah from a chaos of glass sculpted by Baccarat.
Bache-Gabrielsen, a small but dynamic house founded in 1905 near Oslo has asked the Franco-Norwegian architects
Marchitecture to create a new tasting room that will be inventive, sober and sustainable - the image of 5, their new
organic VSOP.
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Qualities that you’ll find when eating at Poulpette’s. Or
in the drinks at Luciole’s, a trendy cocktail bar. Things are
happening in Cognac but to find the new generation of
producers, (such as Frédéric Bourgoin in Saint-Saturnin
or Fanny Fougerat at Burie) you need to visit the vineyards
where winemakers’ cognacs, with their acclaimed typicity,
are sold generally within France whereas the merchants
concentrate more on the export market.

© sixquatredeux

© sixquatredeux

© sixquatredeux

Cognac is up-to-date and on the map! Another child of
Cognac who ignored frontiers is Jean Monnet. This father
of Europe spoke English very well and loved travelling –
thanks to his early years working for cognacs Monnet!
Spare a thought for him as you nod off in the luxurious
hotel complex close to his birthplace – Chais Monnet.
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CIVIL
engineering
CHARENTE-MARITIME
Estuaire
de la Charente
Rochefort

Tonnay-Charente
Saint-Savinien-sur-Charente

OCÉAN
ATLANTIQUE

Port d’Envaux
Burie

Saintes

Chaniers
Dompierre-sur-Charente

Mechanical, acoustic or hydraulic technology: ingenious engineers and technicians have built, constructed, innovated on
the banks of the Charente. For example, you can go from Dompierre to Rochefort-sur-Mer by boat but also on your bike
thanks to Flow-Vélo. Dompierre-sur-Charente and Chaniers have preserved their chain ferries that in the past transported
hay and livestock from one bank to the other. In summer, walkers, cyclists and drivers can enjoy this little voyage, back in
the day!

Cruise
on the Palissy
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© A. Stapf

© P. Duc

From Saintes, cruises on the
Charente on board the Palissy III,
a 100% electric boat, unique in
Europe, silent and without CO2
emissions, offer a different view of
the river, its surroundings and its
heritage along the banks.

© S. Lavlal

Back to the future in Saintes where the Musical Carousel
at the Abbaye aux Dames was a world first in 2018 with
24 instruments created to measure and digital software
to mix your creations.

The beautiful houses of the shipowners are aligned in a
bend of the river at Tonnay-Charente. The true marvel
is the suspension bridge erected by the engineer Louis
Dor that is supported by 51 arches worthy of a cathedral;
nowadays only cyclists and pedestrians may use it and
enjoy its 22m above the river. Another option is Ferdinand
Arodin’s transporter bridge that in days gone by enabled
2,500 cars a day to cross the Charente from Rochefort to
Échillas without causing problems for shipping. Starting
from the Maison du Transbordeur, cross the river on this
unique bridge while dreaming about the “Demoiselles de
Rochefort”.

© sixquatredeux

At Port-d’Envaux, a village of stone and water, everything
revolved around the construction of the flat-bottomed
boats (gabarres) that worked on the Charente. In summer
the former dry-dock has become a beach!

To end the day, spend the night at L’Esprit du 8 in a
bedroom dedicated to women designers and engineers.
So, Ray Eames or Charlott Perriand?

© L’Esprit du 8

In town, visit the Musée national de la Marine where
you can view the discoveries of engineers working in this
experimental dockyard to drain the marshes, build the
Corderie royale (ropeworks), drill out pulleys or drydock
ships like the Hermione. Flow-Vélo finally takes you past
the Musée d’aéronautique navale. The largest museum
of its kind in France, it covers the history of aviation from
the zeppelin to stealth planes; 33 aircraft are on show.
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COGNAC

an exceptional brand and land

LA ROCHELLE

romantic and authentic

© Le Photo Maker

The three famous towers of La Rochelle - Saint Nicolas,
La Chaîne and La Lanterne lighthouse - are the most
famous vestiges of the medieval maritime fortifications
of the town, all offering some magnificent views on Fort
Boyard, the old Marina and the islands. Follow a guided
tour to discover the glory days of La Rochelle, a rich and
rebel merchant city, its historical links with England,
its monuments like the towers in the Old Port or the
magnificent Town’s hall… Walk around the arcades and
admire La Rochelle heritage, here a church or a temple,
there a museum, take a stroll in a park or a patio…

Cognac is a well-known brand but also a town of Art and
History which offers many visiting possibilities along the
river Charente: its Royal Castle, birthplace of King Francis
I, its cruises on the Charente and the discovery of the
great cognac houses - Baron Otard, Camus, Courvoisier,
Hennessy, Martell, Meukow and Rémy Martin. The country
of Cognac has managed to perpetuate its traditions and
know-how and conceals many small Romanesque
churches and charming villages in a refined countryside
with gently rolling hills but also chapels or abbeys. From
the great names of cognac to winegrowers and distillers,
from museums to numerous associated festivals,
this region remains authentic, its vines and all these
exceptional landscapes delight the many visitors who,
each year, discover or rediscover the cognac thanks to
special visits.
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© M. Coquard - Best Jobers

Must-SEE

THE ISLANDS

of the Atlantic Coast

© M.Coquard - Best Jobers

© Le Photo Maker

The Charentes boast a long coastline of 460 km with 150
km of vast beaches and 4 different islands (Ré, Oléron, Aix,
Madame).
There are 10 picturesque preserved villages on Île de
Ré such as Saint-Martin-de Ré – a Unesco World Heritage
site, its charming harbour and boutiques, La Flotte – one
of the oldest villages, its lively market, Loix – mosaic
of landscapes between land and sea, its craftmen's
workshops... The flat character of the island makes it
an ideal place to cycle on more than 110 kilometres of
cycling tracks that lead to many of the unique sites of
‘Ré the White’. The magnificent beaches of Ile de Ré are
an absolute delight to all fans of wide open spaces. The
island is perfect to be discovered by bike and visit oysters
producers and salt makers: learn the secrets of the local
‘sauniers’, producers of the famous ‘fleur de sel’, the white
gold used by the great chefs.

© Charentes Tourisme

The only real island of the Charentes is Aix as you
have to go by boat! Time stands still in this 3 km crescentshaped paradise, with its whitewashed houses, hollyhocks
and few motorised vehicles. There is something for
everyone in this peaceful paradise: five beaches, sandy
coves, ancient fortifications, forest, marshland, vineyards,
boutiques, restaurants and places of cultural interest such
as the Napoleon Museum.

© A. Stapf

The Ile d'Oléron, commonly nicknamed the ‘Luminous’
is, with its 175 km², the second biggest island in France
after Corsica. Oléron is a paradise for nature and sport
lovers and offers visitors a unique experience thanks to
its contrasting landscapes, numerous sandy beaches,
forests, marshlands and a remarkable heritage made
of picturesque villages, ancient citadels… Oléron and
the basin of Marennes are one of the biggest traditional
production sites in Europe for oysters, the only one
in France to benefit from a Label Rouge (Red Label),
providing a guarantee of quality. It takes more than
3 years for an oyster to grow before you eat it in a few
seconds with a glass of local white wine!

ROCHEFORT

the naval dockyard
Explore the exceptional heritage of Rochefort Océan,
certified ‘Grand Site de France’: experience a place
made of Nature and History, come and live your own
maritime adventure! In the 17th century, Rochefort was
chosen as a key place to build, arm and refit warships,
frigates and other vessels. Today in Rochefort, enter the
factory of legends, welcome to the Arsenal des Mers
- A whole panoply of maritime history is unveiled in 4
exceptional places: La Corderie Royale, the longest rope
factory in Europe in the 17th century, L'Hermione, a frigate
that has gone down in history and travels on all the seas
of the world, L'Accro-mâts, an 30m-high adventure park to
be enjoyed by old and young alike, The National Maritime
Museum with exceptional heritage collections. Close to
Rochefort stands the impressive Transporter Bridge in
Echillais, recently reopened after 4 years of renovation.
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ANGOULÊME
capital of comics

With its International Festival in January, the dedicated
museum to the ‘ninth art’ and the painted murals tour,
Angoulême has joined the UNESCO Creative Cities
network. This town of Art and History offers the visitor
a journey through its rich culture, from Cathedral SaintPierre, a jewel of Romanesque architecture to the 19th
century covered market. The Angoulême Museum holds
one of the largest collections of arts from Africa and
Oceania in France and an exceptional paleontological
exhibition from the local excavation site of Angeac.

© Clo et Clem

The river CHARENTE

CHARMING VILLAGES
the refined nature
of the countryside

The river has its source in the Haute-Vienne and meets
the ocean in Rochefort. It winds through 35 villages, the
cognac vineyards as well as several towns of Art and
History: Angoulême, Cognac, Saintes and Rochefort.
Riverboats accommodating 2-12 people can be rented
with no license for a week or longer to sail along as your
own captain. Cyclists can travel along the valley, stopping
here and there to enjoy the local gastronomy or to visit
exceptional sites by the riverbanks. The majestic Charente
river has something to amuse everyone, whether you’re
keen on watersports, wildlife, cognac and Pineau des
Charentes, Roman heritage, comic books or naval links.
See pages 7 to 15.

The Charentes offer to visitors to discover many preserved
villages listed as ‘Plus Beaux Villages de France’, ‘Petites
Cités de Caractère’ or ‘Villages de Pierres et d’Eau’: these
certifications reward rural places with exceptional natural
and architectural heritage as well as a collective will from
inhabitants to touristic development.
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© M. Coquard - Best Jobers

Aubeterre-sur-Dronne or Talmont-sur-Gironde are one of
those: take the time to explore their unique and unexpected
treasures, here an amazing underground church and a
shaded central place with cafés and craft shops, there an
ancient fortified village with its medieval fortress and its
colourfull fishing cabins… Many unforgettable moments
to share with friends or family!

MARAIS POITEVIN
the Green Venice

ROYAN

historical beach resort
The architecture of the city is unique: villas line the shore

© A. Stapf

dating from the Belle-Epoque, rubbing shoulders with
classic 1950s buildings, all geometry and colour; the
Church of Notre Dame is central for the inhabitants thanks
to its style. Royan counts five beautiful beaches and its
marina is one of the most important of the Atlantic Coast.
An unforgettable place for all the family to enjoy. In the
nearby Gironde estuary, the Cordouan lighthouse has
been guiding ships for over 400 years. This architectural
jewel is listed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site since June
2021.

SAINTES

art and history by the river
Wedged in a loop of the river Charente,
certified ’Town of Art and History’, Saintes
intrigues for the abundance of its history
dating back to antiquity: the prestigious
remains of the ancient capital such as the
Gallo-Roman amphitheatre, the jewels of
Roman art like the Cathedral Saint-Pierre
and the contemporary audacity with the
Abbaye aux Dames offering its innovative
Musicaventure, a visit with spatial 3D sound.
Discover the town and the river with guided
visits on a ‘gabare’ - a traditional flat-bottomed
boat that used to transport merchandises
when the town had a thriving port- or on an
electro-solar boat unique in Europe.

www.atlantic-cognac.com

©S. Laval

© M. Coquard - Best Jobers

The Marais Poitevin unveils her verdant countryside:
the ferns, the willows and above all the canals that
inspire you to take a leisurely boat tour to discover the
fauna and flora of the destination. The Marais Poitevin
has three labels - Regional Natural Park of Marais
Poitevin, ‘Grand Site de France’ and European Tourist
Destination of Excellence - and three landscapes the Aiguillon Bay and coast, the Dry Marshes and the
Wet Marshes. It is the largest marsh in the West and
the second largest humid zone in France after the
Camargue.
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Gastronomy
COGNAC

WORLD-CLASS

a drink, a town and a vineyard

gastronomy delights

Cognac refers to both a spirit that is renowned and
consumed all over the world, but also a whole territory
and a universe to discover. The Cognac houses, the
winegrowers and many other actors of the tourism
sector propose beautiful addresses to discover this
spirit ‘made in France’ its know-how and its region. The
Cognac appellation vineyard, which covers nearly 80,000
hectares, divided into six crus, offers a wide variety of
actors, distilleries and landscapes to visit.

France is scattered with all kinds of culinary
heritage: the Charentaise galettes, the oysters, the
Charron mussels, wide variety of fish and seafood,
caviar, the salted butter caramels, the ‘fleur de sel’
and even the ‘cagouilles’ (snails so appreciated by
locals) make the reputation of the destination and
are not to be missed in many markets or at local
producers!
• 7 Michelin starred restaurants will delight your
taste buds.
• 4 ‘AOP’ (protected designation of origine):
Charentes Poitou butter, Ile de Ré potatoes,
Chabichou du Poitou (goat cheese) and noix du
Périgord (walnuts)
• 2 ‘IGP’ (protected geographical indication): Vins
Charentais (wines) and Marennes Oléron oysters
(unique Red Label in France)
• 2 ‘AOC’ (protection designation of origine) :
cognac, Pineau des Charentes (fortified wine made
from a blend of grape juice and cognac).

The vines flourish on a terroir of clay-limestone soil that
stretches between the Charente, Charente-Maritime and
some communes in the Dordogne and Deux-Sèvres. The
Cognac houses also open their doors to share their history
and the backstage of the elaboration of their range. Like
some wine growers, they have the art of blending eauxde-vie of different ages and crus to produce their cognacs.
The appellation offers to the visitor, whether he is a
neophyte or an enthusiast, to suspend time and to
discover the Charentes in a different way, according to
his desires. Tastings, workshops, exchanges... And even
new experiences to be lived in the heart of the Charentes
and gathered under the same banner : Explore Cognac.

www.cognac.fr

PINEAU DES
Charentes

© A. Terrade

Pineau des Charentes is a very special wine, the result of
the marriage of grape juice and Cognac, both from the
same area, the Cognac appellation vineyard. It is aged for
a long time in oak barrels in the cellars, from 6 months to
12 years and much more.

CHARENTAIS wines
They are available in three colours, pink, white and red.
red. There are no less than 26 varieties of grapes, from the
most emblematic such as Merlot, Cabernet, Sauvignon
and Chardonnay, to the more confidential such as Pinot
Noir, Gamay, Chauché Gris and Chenin. A beautiful palette
of nuances that give these wines their diversity.

vinscharentais.fr
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Each Pineau des Charentes is a beautiful alchemy
between savoir-faire, innovation and tradition: not one,
but many Pineau des Charentes Charentes, all different:
• Colombard, Ugni Blanc, Montils, Folle Blanche give floral,
peach, apricot, vanilla, nuts and honey notes to Pineau
blanc ;
• Merlot and Cabernet offer red fruit and spice notes to
Pineau rouge;
• and acidulous notes of wild strawberries and raspberry
to Pineau rosé.
It is best served chilled and ideally served over ice: a
Pineau in a large wine glass, with an ice cube and here
is the beginning of a new flavor adventure. The Old and
Very Old Pineau des Charentes, with their notes of walnut
and honey, are the perfect accompaniment with cheese.

www.pineau.fr

IODINE

©YoshiPowerShot

The Atlantic’s precious ‘stones’ - Marennes Oléron oysters
and Charente-Maritime oysters are the result of the
perfect marriage of nature and the know-how of the
producers.
The wide variety of fish and seafood is another authentic
delight to be tasted in the Charentes: céteau, sea bass,
meagre, red mullet, sole, langoustine, prawn, sea bream,
sardine, scallop… and here, from sea to plate, there is only
one step!

© Yoshi Power Shot - Outdoo

flavours

FOOD AND DRINK
workshops

made in Charentes

In Charentes there are so many boutiques and workshops
where you can find souvenirs: local producers, creators
and art craftsmen are passionate artists who reinvent
traditions and extend the journey...
Discover the donkey’s milk soap of the Ile de Ré, the
iconic French ‘Charentaises’ slippers, bags made from
recycled sails, gold embroidery, handmade knives, comic
books, beers from local breweries, chocolates, terrine and
rillettes, Atlantic fish mousse, saffron, nut oil, artisanal
French balsamic aged in oak barrels, vinegar made from
Pineau des Charentes… ideas are not lacking!

© Agence Les Conteurs

SHOPPING
AND ARTS CRAFTS

© Miles and Love

© Le Ciré Jaune

© S. Laval

Experience something special by attending a cooking
class in the kitchen of one of the Charentes’ best chefs:
you will discover their secrets and learn to use the best
raw ingredients from the region… And share a tasty
moment with your friends or family!
Step into the shoes of a cellar master: under the guidance
of a professional, you will learn how to blend the ‘eaux-devie’ to make your own cognac or create your Pineau des
Charentes according to a selection and leave with your
personalised bottle after an exclusive visit of the cellars.
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Destination FOR ALL

families or couples, groups or solo

Spending your holidays in the Charentes is a unique
experience, whether you stay for a weekend, a week or
more. All throughout the year it is a lively destination.

© S. Laval
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© Aquarium La Rochelle

© A. Stapf

© S. Laval

The unspoiled region of the Charentes is ideal for
family holidays or business trips, offering humanscaled accommodations and sites to visit, for a
relaxing stay with health treatment or holiday with the
bucolic perfume of the countryside or the fresh air of
the Atlantic Coast.

© A. Stapf

FAMILY FRIENDLY
destination
The choice for adapted visits and activities is wide all year round for all the generations: the Aquarium of La Rochelle, the
Zoo of La Palmyre, the archeological park of Cassinomagus, the aquatic and recreational centre of Antilles de Jonzac,
various animations in medieval castles… And all over the Charentes, explore the thrill of a GPS treasure hunt thanks to the
free app Tèrra Aventura and its more than 70 trails!

© Fotolia

The region offers a great variety of accommodations, from top of the range 5-star sites to 2-star rentals, you’ll be spoiled
with choice: luxury hotels, charming gites and guesthouses, campsites by the seaside or in the middle of the countryside…

The Charentes are the first destination in France for disabled
facilities with more than 500 different places branded
with the ‘Tourisme & Handicap’ label: this national list
rewards accommodations, restaurants, beaches, sites to
visit or activities that are committed to welcome visitors
with disabilities thanks to specific facilities in complete
freedom, safety and autonomy.

FESTIVE
destination
Our festivals bring the destination of the Charentes to life all year
round.

See calendar 2022 pages 29 to 31.
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© Details of Perrine

Les Francofolies de La Rochelle - 3rd most important music festival
in France with 150,000 spectators – and the Festival International
de la Bande Dessinée d’Angoulême - most important comics
festival in Europe with 200,000 visitors – are unmissible and The
Charentes offer an eclectic and festive programme for all tastes:
dance, street art, cinema, photography…
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ÉCHAPPÉES NATURE
A network of 14 preserved natural sites, a multitude of
small worlds to discover and landscapes to learn about
through museums, exhibitions and guided tours: Asinerie
du Baudet du Poitou (famous for their donkey breeding),
La Pierre de Crazannes (stone carving in old quarries),
the natural reserves of Lilleau des Niges, Moëze-Oléron
or Marais d’Yves (birdwatching), the Park de l’Estuaire
(knowledge of the Gironde estuary), the Maison de la
Forêt (traditions related to wood)… Many beautiful
encounters between nature and you!

© A. Tapiero

Slow TOURISM
A green destination
Sustainable and
responsible holidays

The Charentes offers a great choice of
accommodations and restaurants with zero-waste
approach, natural and local materials or products,
renewable energy use…
Come and live an ethical experience and recharge
your batteries in the respect of the environment.

© S. Laval

ESTUARIES
AND FORESTS
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The Charente Estuary is classified ‘Grand Site de France’
with the Arsenal of Rochefort, as a place ecologically
sound and developping durable energy. The Gironde
Estuary is the wildest and largest natural river estuary in
Europe with astonishing views from natural viewpoints
Meschers-sur-Gironde or observation tower in SaintGeorges-de-Didonne.
La Tremblade and the Coubre Forest are unmissable for
nature lovers, mountain bikers, horseriders, hiker or beach
bums! On Oléron island, an integral biological reserve is
dedicated to the study of biodiversity.

AIGUILLON BAY
wild nature

This is a magical place in the north part of Charentes near
the Marais Poitevin – a bridge between the land and the
sea, between men and nature: it's a haven for migratory
birds from Siberia, Europe and Canada listed as National
Natural Reserve, one of the largest sites for wintering
and migratory stopover in France. There are also 300 kms
of mussel beds where 120 professionals produce the
famous local variety known as the ‘charron’.

THE LAKES

of Haute Charente

© L.Lagarde

In Charente Limousine, two large lakes, Lavaud and Mas
Chaban, are where freshwater sports can be enjoyed:
swimming, canoeing, fishing… You will find many cycling
or hiking tracks as well as spots for birdwatching and sites
for horseriding or the practise of archery.

RELAXATION

© M. Coquard - best Jobers

on the Oléron island beaches

CONVIVIALITY
AND SHARING
in Saintes

Located in the historic district, Laurence Dune opened
a ‘fertile house’ in her 18th century mansion house:
La Belle Etoile offers 4 guest rooms with a soft and
luminous atmosphere, a delicious tearoom with a terrace
overlooking the bucolic valley of the amphitheater, a
boutique of local artists, a large educational garden with
its scents trail… A real benevolent interlude!

belle-etoile-saintes.com

Julie Hutchinson and Marion Condroyer, both yoga
teachers, teamed up to offer original activities: yoga on
the beach on a full moon or on a stand-up paddle in
the marshes, yoga sessions before or after surf lessons,
meditation in the beautiful nature of the island… blissful
moments!

facebook.com/pg/findyourtree
facebook.com/yogidile

TASTE LOCAL CUISINE
aboard a vintage train
near Royan

Pulled by a steam locomotive, Le Train des Mouettes offers
several themed tours on a 21 km-route between Saujon
and La Tremblade. 4 new restaurant cars decorated in
blue like the mythical Orient Express will serve meals
prepared with local produce, mostly organic. Enjoy a
delicious lunch or diner in a mid-20th century decor with
a view on the estuary natural landscapes aboard the
‘Seudre Océan Express’!

seudre-ocean-express.fr
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AN ECOLOGICAL
CATAMARAN

accessible to all in Fouras

©M. Boncens

Caroline and Frédéric of Boyard Croisière wanted to share
with all the pleasure of sailing around the islands of Aix,
Madame and Oléron or Fort Boyard and keep their activity
eco-friendly: unique in Europe, Le Rêvolt’ is designed on a
single plane to facilitate access to people with disabilities
and uses an electrical engine in case of lack of wind.

boyard-croisiere.com

A NEW HYBRID
boat in Cognac

© OT Cognac

From mid-April to the end of October 2022, river trips
will be offered on a new boat with a hybrid engine,
enabling part of the trip to be made in electric mode.
The regular tour on 'La Demoiselle' will run between
the port of Cognac and Saint-Brice. Two types of trips will
be scheduled, all commented in French and in English:
Discovery tour or Tour with breakfast on board.

TÈRRA AVENTURA

an amazing treasure hunt using a GPS
Geocaching brings exercise and culture together, enables exploration of tourist attractions, villages, countryside to
families… The aim of the game? To discover the containers called ‘caches’ and find the treasure they contain, badges
of tiny creatures called Poï’z. How to collect them? Simply choose one trail and let the app guide you, answer the
different questions on your way to find the treasure. New tours to be discovered by bike.
With Terra Aventura and its 100% free app, set off on an adventure to discover one of the 74 trails in the Charentes!

© C. Barrière - Charentes Tourisme

terra-aventura.fr
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100% NATURE
sensations

The Charentes invite you to an invigorating stay, a
paradise to practise watersports on ocean, rivers, lakes
and marshes: surf, windsurf, kite surf or catamaran; standup paddle, water ski or canoe… sailing and sliding lovers
are welcome all year round for thrills!
Runners and walkers, come and spend your energy at
your own pace in the Charentes: 11,000 km of hiking
trails, marathons by the seaside or in the vineyards and
theme walks in protected natural areas, the choice is
yours!
6 sites listed as ‘Stations Sport Nature’ : Le Chambon in
Eumouthiers, Le Bain des Dames in Châteauneuf, Le
Champion in Mansle, the lake of La Grande Prairie in SaintYrieix-sur-Charente, the island of Bourgine in Angoulême
and the leisure area of Réjallant in Ruffec-Condac.

© J. Lolos

Activities
AND VISITS
THE CHARENTES
land of cycling

6,750 km of bicycle paths all over the area thanks
to a rich network of local loops as well as 5 European
and national cycling tracks: La Vélodyssée® along the
Atlantic Coast, La Vélo Francette® from Normandy
to La Rochelle, Le Canal des 2 Mers à Vélo® going
to the Mediterranean Sea, La Scandibérique® on
the pilgrims route from Norway to St James of
Compostella and the most recent, La Flow Vélo®
crossing the Charentes from Dordogne to Aix Island.

WELLNESS

and health benefits
© O. Ribarrdière

The Charentes are the 1st destination of France for
wellness:
5 thalassotherapy centres at the heart of the Atlantic
coast (2 on Ile de Ré, Châtelaillon-Plage, Ile d'Oléron,
Royan) for wellness and rejuvenation with sea water.
3 spa resorts (Rochefort, Saujon, Jonzac) draw their
benefits from secret springs, between 200 and 1,850 m
underground for medical prevention or for curing.

PREMIUM
golfs

©Fotolia

The Charentes count 6 golfs with 18-hole courses and 8
golfs with 9-hole courses: amongst a pine forest or facing
an historic town, in the vineyards or by the sea side…
there will always be a perfect place to practise your
favourite sport in an exceptional setting.
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CULTURAL
AND NATURAL
HERITAGE
6 UNESCO Heritage Sites:

• Citadelle of Saint-Martin-de-Ré,
• Church of Saint-Pierre d’Aulnay de

© A. Stapf

Saintonge,
• Royal Abbey of Saint-Jean-d’Angély,
• Pilgrimage Hospital at Pons,
• Church of Saint-Eutrope in Saintes,
• NEW in 2021: Cordouan lighthouse.
6 villages listed
as ‘Plus Beaux Villages de France’:
© S. Morand

• Ars-en-Ré,
• Aubeterre-sur-Dronne,
• Brouage,
• La Flotte,
• Mornac-sur-Seudre,
• Talmont-sur-Gironde.
8 villages listed

• Aubeterre-sur-Dronne,
• Confolens,
• Nanteuil-en-Vallée,
• Saint-Sauvant,
• Saint-Savinien-sur-Charente,
• Talmont-sur-Gironde,
• Villebois-Lavalette,
• Verteuil-sur-Charente.
More than 600 Roman churches.
460 km of coastline with four islands: Ré,
Oléron, Aix, Madame and 47 marinas.
The river Charente.
The Gironde Estuary, largest unspoiled
estuary of Europe, the Rochefort
Dockyard, the Charente Estuary ‘Grand

Site de France’.
The Cognac vineyard, over 75,000

hectares.
The Marais Poitevin ‘Grand Site de France’,
interregional park of 42,200 hectares.
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© S. Laval

as ‘Petites Cités de Caractère’:

CASTLES
and fortifications
Witnesses of past centuries, the castles wonderfully illustrate
the eventful history of the Charentes. They can also host private
events such as weddings. Most of them can be visited and some
offer special animations like escape games: Château des Enigmes
de Pons, Château Fort de Saint-Jean-d’Angle, Chalais, Crazannes,
Dampierre-sur-Boutonne, Jonzac, La Mercerie, La Roche
Courbon, La Rochefoucauld, Neuvicq-le-Château, Taillebourg,
Verteuil, Villebois-Lavalette… You can find ‘châteaux’ all around
the Charentes!
The Charentes count numerous fortifications along its 460 km
of coasts such as the network of Vauban with the ramparts and
fortress in Brouage, the Citadel in Château d’Oléron or the starshaped fort in Saint-Martin-de-Ré…
Another exceptional site to see by boat during a sea cruise with
Croisières Inter-îles: Fort Boyard built by Napoleon and now
known all over the world for its TV game show!

Festive HOLIDAYS
MARCH
17th – 20th March

Festival International de la Bande Dessinée
Angoulême
49th edition of the International Comics Festival
postponed to March this year (usually end of January).
bdangouleme.com

16th – 18th April
Festival international du cerf-volant et du vent
– Chatelaillon-Plage
Wind and kiteflying event that opens the tourist season
at Easter.
chatelaillonplage.fr

© CIBD

APRIL

MAY

JUNE
3rd – 5th June

©N. Lund

©O. Pravert

7th May – 5th June
Festival International de Musique
de Chambre en Charente
Total immersion in the world of classical chamber music
over 5 weekends of festivities.
chalaismusique.com

Musiques Métisses - Angoulême
Emblematic festival celebrating world music –
multicultural and fun, great for the whole family
musiques-metisses.com
17th – 19th June

© Chatvidal

Freemusic - Lac de Montendre
An experience like no other music festivals, in a
magnificent setting by a lake in the middle of a pine forest.
freemusic-festival.com
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JULY
1st – 3rd July

Respire Jazz – Aignes et Puypéroux
Atypical and original programme for this jazz music
festival, mixing discoveries and great names as well as
local artists.
www.respirejazzfestival.com
6th – 10th July

©S. Fejoz

Cognac Blues Passions - Cognac
Afro-American music in the convivial setting of the
public park.
bluespassions.com

AUGUST
4th – 7th August

Coupe d'Europe de Montgolfières
et Coupe du Monde des Dames - Mainfonds
World-class competition of hot-air balloons and aerial
meeting, an impressive show for the public.
mainfonds.com

© S. Charbeau

9th – 15th August

Festival de danses et musiques du monde
Confolens
Melting pot of world culture for dance and music lovers.
festivaldeconfolens.com
12th – 13th August

13th – 17th July

Francofolies - La Rochelle
Annual celebration of French music – one of the most
famous festivals in Europe.
francofolies.fr
16th – 23rd July

Festival de l’Abbaye aux Dames - Saintes
Always offering something innovative yet keeping the
traditions of classical repertoires
abbayeauxdames.org/festival-de-saintes

Tribal Elek - Andilly
Festival of world and contemporary music dedicated to
didgeridoo
tribalelek.fr
23rd – 28th August

Festival du Film Francophone - Angoulême
Now one of the most important events for French
Cinema with the big names of the '7th Art' industry.
filmfrancophone.fr

22nd – 23rd July

Stereoparc - Rochefort
A 100% electro festival set in the gardens of the Corderie
Royale.
stereoparc.com
22nd – 30th July

23rd – 24th July

Grandes Journées Antiques - Chassenon
A festive and historic weekend in the archeological park
of Cassinomagus.
cassinomagus.fr
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© Charentes Tourisme

Un violon sur le sable / Un violon sur la ville Royan
Classical music concerts on the beach and in the town –
magical!
violonsurlesable.com

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

16 – 18 September
th

th

Circuit International des Remparts
Angoulême
International classic car race around the town’s ramparts
since 1939, featuring Aston Martin, MG, Bugatti, Porsche,
Lotus…
circuitdesremparts.com
17th – 25th September

Barrobjectif - Barro
International photojournalism festival with an exhibition in
the heart of the charming village of Barro.
barrobjectif.com

14th – 20th November

Festival du film et du livre d’aventure – La Rochelle
A week of getaway for all travel and adventure
enthousiasts.
festival-film-aventure.com
Last week-end of November

Les Gastronomades - Angoulême
Must-see festival of good taste and good food with chefs
and producers from the region Nouvelle-Aquitaine.
gastronomades.fr

24th – 25th September

© F. Bruneau / Charentes Tourisme

© S. Buton

Fort Boyard Challenge - Fouras-les-Bains
2 days of watersports challenges around the mythical Fort
Boyard.
fortboyardchallenge.fr

DECEMBER
December to February

Vineyards of cognac
Winegrowers and distillers open their doors to visitors
and share their passion to celebrate the distillation.
destination-cognac.com

The organisation of these events is subject to the evolution of the current crisis.

MORE EVENTS ON

atlantic-cognac.com/find-your-event
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Activity Booster
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